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ABSTRACT

Previous research shows there are persistent challenges with multi-agency response centring on problems of communication and coordination. The Social Identity Approach provides an important psychological framework for analysing relations within and between groups which can be used to understand why challenges in multi-agency response occur, and what can be done to prevent them re-occurring in the future. To explore this issue, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 14 responders from the Police, and Fire and Rescue Services who were involved in Pandemic Multi-Agency Response Teams (PMART) during the initial months of the COVID-19. These teams responded to suspected COVID-19 deaths in the community. Interviews were analysed using thematic analysis. Results show that responders appeared to share the pre-existing superordinate identity of all being members of the blue-light service. This identity was made salient as a result of responders experiencing positive contact with each other. Responders also shared the situational superordinate identity of PMART which was both created, and then made salient, through positive contact with each other, as well as responders sharing difficult experiences. At the same time though, structural factors such as inequalities in building access and different shift patterns increased the salience of sub-group identities in ways that created conflict between these identities, as well as operational challenges for joint working. This research advances our understanding of multi-agency working from a social identity perspective by providing evidence of a shared social identity at an operational level of emergency response. Practical implications of this research are discussed.

1. Introduction

Recent incidents in the UK, such as the Manchester Arena Attack\textsuperscript{1}, the Grenfell Tower fire\textsuperscript{2} (both 2017), the Salisbury nerve-agent

\textsuperscript{1} On 22nd May 2017, 22 people died when a bomb was detonated at the end of a music concert in Manchester [40].
\textsuperscript{2} On 14th June 2017, 72 people died when a fire broke out in Grenfell Tower, a high-rise residential building in North Kensington, London [41].
attack (2018), and the COVID-19 pandemic (2020-present), have demonstrated the vitally important role of emergency services in tackling such incidents. However, post-incident inquiries and reports have highlighted persistent challenges that the Police, Fire and Rescue (FRS), and Ambulance Services face during multi-agency responses [1–4]. Moreover, despite the introduction of the Joint Emergency Services Interoperability Programme (JESIP) in 2012, challenges to multi-agency response continue to occur (e.g. Refs. [5, 6]), highlighting the need for better understanding into how multi-agency response groups operate and how their operation might be improved. Addressing this, recent research on the multi-agency response during the initial months of the COVID-19 pandemic points to the relevance of social identity processes to explain group behaviour at the strategic and tactical levels of multi-agency response [7]; see also [8]. However, to our knowledge, research has not yet addressed social identity processes at the operational level of response.

To address this lacuna, in this paper we aim to advance a social identity perspective on interoperability in the emergency services (as discussed by Ref. [7]), by seeking to understand if and how social identity processes might operate at an operational level. To do this, we explore the experiences of responders from the Police and FRS who were involved in the Pandemic Multi-Agency Response Teams (PMART) that were introduced to some areas of the UK during the initial months of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. Specifically, we seek to address a gap in the current research by exploring the role of shared identity in this context: was it relevant, how did it arise, how did it function?

Before discussing the study, we first provide an overview of challenges with interoperability in multi-agency response, before going on to outline the Social Identity Approach and its relevance to the topic in question.

### 1.1. Challenges with interoperability in multi-agency response

Interoperability in the emergency services refers to the way in which responders from different organizations can work together coherently as a matter of routine [9]. This has been found to present persistent challenges for the emergency services during multi-agency responses. Speaking to this point, Pollock [1] found that factors such as poor communication and poor coordination were present across 32 major incidents between 1986 and 2010, including the Hillsborough Stadium disaster in 1989, and the London bombings of 2005. In an attempt to combat these challenges, the Joint Emergency Services Interoperability Programme (JESIP) was introduced to provide standardised principles for joint working [9, 10]. Principles designed to facilitate interoperability include communicating using language which is clear and free from technical jargon and abbreviations, and co-locating with other responders as soon as practically possible at a single, safe, and easily identified location.

Despite the introduction of JESIP, independent inquiries into the Manchester Arena attack [5] and the Grenfell Tower fire [6] point to challenges amongst the emergency services in applying JESIP principles. For example, during the Manchester Arena attack vital information about the suspected nature of the incident was not shared between the services, resulting in pre-planned protocols not being activated or being used to inform decision-making [5]. Moreover, “lack of coordinated response and sharing of communication” was identified as a major area for learning (p.8). Similar challenges were also present during the Grenfell Tower fire, where failures to implement effective and efficient arrangements between the control room and incident ground, to communicate information about the internal spread of the fire, and to obtain accurate and up-to-date information about search and rescue operations were reported [6]. The report of the public inquiry into the disaster states that these failures “were compounded by failures of communication between the incident commanders themselves” (p.597).

These incident reports suggest that although lessons have been identified in inquiries following incidents, there is often a failure to translate these into learning (see Refs. [3, 4]; for discussion). Supporting this claim, research looking at multi-agency collaboration in the emergency services suggests that whilst collaboration has been achieved in a number of ways, it still remains “patchy” [11]; p.27. Adding to this, in a recent review on collaboration and governance in the emergency services, Wankhade and Patnaik [12] call for a better understanding of the social interactions that take place during multi-agency working in order to provide insights on how to better manage collaborations (see also [13]).

In response to this call for a better understanding of multi-agency working, recent research suggests that it is important to consider psychological factors when seeking to understand how responders from different organizations work together during multi-agency responses. More specifically, Davidson et al. [7] argue that the Social Identity Approach is an important theoretical framework for understanding how and why some of the challenges with interoperability might arise, and importantly, what might be done to prevent them re-occurring in the future. This is discussed in more detail below.

### 1.2. The Social Identity Approach

The Social Identity Approach is a key framework in social psychology which helps us understand behaviour within and between groups. The approach comprises two inter-related theories: social identity theory [14] and self-categorisation theory [15, 16]. Both theories build upon a foundational insight that people define themselves not only in terms of their personal identity as individuals [17], but also in terms of their social identity as members of groups [14]. Put simply, personal identity defines a sense of ‘me’ that describes a person in contrast to others, and social identity defines a sense of ‘us’. According to this approach, it is this sense of ‘us-ness’ that psychologically connects people to other members of their group [18].

Social identity theorising points to the fact that when people define themselves in terms of a particular social identity (e.g., as a member of the Police Service) this has important implications for their cognition and behaviour. In particular, a sense of shared social identity (i.e., a common sense of ‘us-ness’) between members of a group provides a psychological sense of inter-connection and

---

3 On 4th March 2018, a military-grade nerve agent was deployed in Salisbury, Wiltshire, poisoning three people. On 30th June 2018, two further people were poisoned with the same nerve agent, with one of these people subsequently dying as a result [42].
common purpose [18,19] that is a basis for coordination and cooperation between groups. In addition, shared social identity can provide group members with shared definitions of situations and common norms for behaving in those situations [20], in ways that increase the ability of the group to work together effectively [19,21], and that foster trust and respect among group members [22].

At the same time, though, people have multiple social identities which become salient in different contexts. These different identities can become prominent and influence their behaviour to a greater (or lesser) extent in a given situation [23,24]. For example, when (and to the extent that) a person defines themselves as a member of a particular team, they will be motivated to advance the interests of that team in relation to other relevant teams. This notion has particular relevance to multi-agency emergency response. Here, depending on the context, Sally, a police officer, might define herself as part of a particular team (e.g., as a member of PMART), as a member of a particular profession (e.g., as a police officer), or as an emergency services worker. In this sense, when (and to the extent that) Sally identifies as part of PMART she will be motivated to advance the interests of that team, but when (and to the extent that) she identifies as a police officer, she will be more motivated to advance the interests of the Police Service.

An important question that arises from this understanding that people can have multiple social identities in different contexts concerns when these identities become salient in a given context. When might Sally identify as a member of PMART rather than as a police officer or as a member of the emergency services? The answer to this question has important implications for not only Sally’s own behaviour, but also for the functioning of her team as a whole. In this regard, self-categorization principles of fit and accessibility allow us to understand which of many identities will become salient, and therefore guide perception and behaviour, in a given context [25]; see Ref. [26]; for an overview).

The principle of fit refers to a subjective perception of a social group (e.g., a team or organization). According to this principle, we would expect an in-group category to become salient when a person perceives the differences between themselves and fellow in-group members to be smaller than those between in-group and out-group members (also known as comparative fit; [27]). For example, if Sally (a police officer) was surrounded by firefighters and police officers, we would expect her identity as a police officer to be salient. At the same time though, the nature of these differences must be consistent with Sally’s expectations about the groups (also known as normative fit; [27]). For example, Sally’s identity as a police officer is less likely to be salient if the police officers and firefighters are seen to be different from each other in ways that don’t fit Sally’s stereotypes — for example, if the police officers are only concerned with decontamination procedures, something which is generally an FRS priority.

Importantly too, the principles of fit work in interaction with perceiver readiness (or accessibility, [16,28]). This refers to the ways in which our willingness to take on a given social identity is determined by such things as our personal history and our strength of prior identification [27]. For example, if Sally has worked as a police officer for a long time, and has strong commitment to her job, but has limited experience working as part of a team with firefighters, she may be more likely to identify as a police officer than an emergency services worker.

This analysis has clear relevance to multi-agency emergency response, where, as noted above, Police, FRS, and Ambulance responders are required to work collaboratively during a response. The role of shared identity in this context is discussed in more detail below.

### 1.3. The role of shared identity in multi-agency response

Based on the notion that a shared sense of ‘us-ness’ can facilitate group working, Davidson et al. [7] introduced a social identity perspective on interoperability in the emergency services by applying the Social Identity Approach to multi-agency response. To this end, they conducted interviews with responders from the Police, FRS, and Ambulance Services at the strategic and tactical levels of response during the initial months of the COVID-19 pandemic and found evidence of psychological groupness in the multi-agency teams that were tasked with dealing with the response. More specifically, there was evidence that the psychological groupness within the teams was initially embedded through pre-existing relationships with each other and a sense of common fate (i.e., the feeling that ‘we are all in this together’) in relation to COVID-19. However, when pre-existing relationships were not present, and when the initial threat of COVID-19 reduced in some areas, leaders of the group played an important role in reinforcing this sense of psychological groupness within the team.

Davidson et al.’s [7] study provides useful insight into factors that might impact the development of a shared social identity during a multi-agency response. However, this study focused on the strategic and tactical levels of response, and clearly this might present different challenges to those associated with an ‘on-scene’ operational response (see Table 1 for an overview of the emergency response tiers of command in the UK). For example, during an incident, strategic and tactical responders typically tend to convene at

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Tiers of command and associated responsibilities emergency responders adopt when responding to incidents [10].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tiers of command</td>
<td>Associated responsibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic</td>
<td>Sets strategic direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coordinates responders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Priorities resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical</td>
<td>Interprets strategic direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develops tactical plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coordinates activities and assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Executes tactical plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commands single-service response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coordinates actions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
multi-agency coordination groups at sites away from the incident ground, whereas operational responders undertake the immediate ‘hands on’ work at the site of the incident or emergency [29]. Subsequently, the nature of the multi-agency response is different at the operational level compared to the strategic and tactical levels, making it difficult to discern whether social identity processes might operate in the same way at this level.

Accordingly, the goal of the present study is to advance our understanding of the extent to which social identity processes function in multi-agency emergency response by examining the experiences of responders at an operational level. Specifically, this study focuses on the Pandemic Multi-Agency Response Teams created for the COVID-19 response.

1.4. Context: the Pandemic Multi-Agency Response Teams

Pandemic Multi-Agency Response Teams (PMART) were set up in some areas of the UK during the initial months of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 in anticipation of the increasing demand that COVID-19 would place on the National Health Service. These teams were made up of police officers, firefighters, and health service staff, and their role included (a) confirming that an individual had died, (b) establishing if there were any suspicious circumstances surrounding the death, and (c) safely preparing the deceased to be collected by an undertaker [30]. The Police and FRS responders who were involved in the teams were recruited by their organizations as volunteers.

These teams were of particular interest to us because they represented a unique multi-agency response to a major incident. For example, whilst the Police, FRS, and Ambulance Services typically work towards the same superordinate goal of saving lives and reducing harm, they tend to have partly overlapping, yet distinct, sub-goals which can, and do, sometimes conflict with each other [31]. In contrast, responders involved in PMART had shared goals, as described above. Demonstrating the importance of shared goals, recent research looking at collaboration between Police and FRS found that developing a shared vision was what differentiated ‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’ collaborations [32]. In addition, Police, FRS, and Ambulance responders typically would arrive at the site of an incident separately and also be located separately before and after an incident response. However, during PMART, Police and FRS responders were based together at the same ‘hub’. In this sense, PMART represented a new organization for its members.

Because of the unique nature of PMART, we were interested in understanding the way that Police and FRS responders involved in these multi-agency teams were able to work together and what factors facilitated or challenged this. More specifically, we were interested in whether there was any evidence of social identity processes bound up with the process of teams working effectively together (or not). In this way, researching this ‘new organization’ represented through PMART allowed us to make a valuable and novel contribution not only to the growing body of literature on interoperability in emergency response, but also to the social identity literature in general.

1.5. The present study

Incident inquiries, reports, and reviews highlight the need for better understanding of multi-agency emergency response [3,5,6], specifically the social interactions that take place in the process of dealing with major incidents [12]. In response to this, recent research has sought to understand the psychological processes that underpin interoperability during multi-agency response [7,8]. With this in mind, we conducted semi-structured interviews with responders from the Police Service and FRS who were involved in PMART. In this context we sought to understand, from a psychological point of view, how those teams operated and the possible role that shared identity played in facilitating effective multi-agency working.

More specifically, the aims of this study were to identify:

RQ1. Was there any evidence of a shared social identity between responders?
RQ2. What factors facilitated or challenged effective multi-agency working?
RQ3. If there was a sense of shared identity, was this bound up with any of the factors that facilitated or challenged effective multi-agency working?

2. Method

2.1. Procedure

Responders were from two separate areas in the UK, which in the interests of anonymity will be referred to as Area A (N = 10) and Area B (N = 4). In these two areas, the health service staff were not co-located with the Police and FRS; we therefore focused this research on Police and FRS responders only.

Fourteen semi-structured interviews were conducted with responders from the Police (N = 6) and FRS (N = 8) who were involved in PMART (see Table 2), between May 1, 2020 and August 18, 2020. Potential participants were identified by word of mouth, initiated through pre-existing contacts with the research team, and recruited for the study via email. To ensure anonymity, responders were given a unique participant number (1–14; see Table 2).

Interviews took place either over the telephone or via the online platform Microsoft Teams. Interviews were recorded with a dictaphone. Before their first interview, responders were provided with an information sheet electronically and a verbal consent protocol was read out to them. They were then asked to verbally consent to take part. Interviews lasted on average 51 min (max = 1 h, 23 min, min = 37 min; see Table 2). The interviewer followed an interview schedule during the interview which had been developed following discussions between members of the research team. Questions focused around roles and responsibilities (e.g., “Can you describe your current role in the COVID-19 response?”), and multi-agency working (e.g., “How well has the team managed to work together?”). The full interview schedule can be found in the Supplementary Materials.
Ethical approval was independently granted by the UK Health Security Agency’s Research Ethics and Governance Group on April 6, 2020 (reference number NR0196).

2.2. Data analysis

Interviews were analysed using thematic analysis – a method for identifying, analysing, and reporting themes (patterns) in data [33]. Data familiarisation involved the first author listening to and transcribing the interview recordings. The first author then read and re-read the interview transcripts to identify sections which were relevant to the research questions, and initial codes were generated for these sections (e.g., ‘responders spending time with each other’). These codes were then reviewed, and potential themes were identified by the first author and discussed with the research team. Once themes had been identified (e.g., duration of contact) these themes were reviewed, defined, and named by the first author before being shared and discussed with the research team. Following discussions, themes were separated into two key topic areas based on the research questions (evidence of shared identity and factors impacting multi-agency working). The research team met on a fortnightly basis throughout the study.

A key difference between the deployment of PMART in Area A and Area B was that in Area A, FRS responders were seconded to the Police Service. This meant that FRS and Police responders had the same line management and risk assessments. Whereas in Area B, FRS responders were not seconded to the Police Service, and they operated under different line management and risk assessments. Any differences in the results between these two areas is outlined and discussed below.

2.3. Data access statement

Data is available upon reasonable request.

3. Results

The results are presented in relation to the two key topic areas: (i) evidence of shared identity (i.e., the extent to which there was evidence of a shared identity in the multi-agency groups, and the nature of that identity [RQ1]), and (b) factors impacting multi-agency working (i.e., evidence of the mechanisms or pathways that appeared to facilitate or challenge multi-agency working [RQ2]), and evidence that responders’ shared identity was bound up with this process [RQ3]) (see Table 3; Fig. 1).

Themes are presented alongside representative extracts from the interviews. Responders’ unique participant number is presented alongside extracts, as well as the area they were from (A or B).

3.1. Evidence of shared identity

This topic area refers to the extent to which there was evidence of a shared identity in the multi-agency groups, and the nature of that identity. There is one theme under this topic area: superordinate identity.

3.1.1. Superordinate identity

This theme refers to responders identifying as part of a collective wider group, rather than their individual organization. This theme is separated into two sub-themes: (a) PMART as an identity, and (b) blue-light services.

3.1.1.1. PMART as an identity. Nearly all responders commented that there was a unity or equality between responders from the Police and FRS within their teams. One responder (P6, A) said PMART “temporarily and partially merged” the multi-agency group:

It’s the first time ever that you’ve been embedded […] I assume responsibility for everyone in the role […] I couldn’t tell you who was a fire officer and who wasn’t […] and to be fair, I didn’t care. It got to the stage because it wasn’t a Police role, it wasn’t a Fire Service role, it was a PMART role […] there was no that’s your job, that’s my job […] everybody got involved […] so if something needed doing […] it was all bang, we’re in this together (P10, A).
A similar sentiment was echoed by a Police responder in Area B who said their team was created through everybody working together:

It didn’t matter that we were Police, and they were Fire, we’re all based at the same place, we all just chipped in and […] you built your little team up (P7, B).

One responder (P1, B) said that everyone in their team had a “common purpose” and that this “forged the team early on”, suggesting that this superordinate group of PMART that they were all involved in was salient in bringing the groups together initially.

Recognising that the Police and FRS are usually separate organizations, one responder noted that the equality and unity between the two organizations was something unique to PMART:

The biggest strength is the ability to work together under pressure, you know, not having any […] issues working with the Police […] just a unity of what we are actually doing. It’s quite difficult because we are all at different pay levels, yet within the team we are all considered quite equal and […] it’s been amazing […] it’s quite humbling that the Police has allowed us into their world as much as we have allowed them into our world. It’s very unique (P3, A).

Yet, despite this unity, two responders from the FRS in Area A, where FRS were seconded to the Police, commented that whilst there

---

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic Area</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evidence of shared identity: This topic area refers to the extent to which there was evidence of a shared identity in the multi-agency groups, and the nature of that identity (RQ1)</td>
<td>Superordinate identity: PMART as an identity</td>
<td>Responders identifying as part of PMART, rather than their individual organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Superordinate identity: ‘blue-light services’</td>
<td>Responders identifying as part of the blue-light services, rather than their individual organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitators:</td>
<td>The impact that the difficult nature of the response had on multi-agency working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shared experience</td>
<td>The impact that the length responders were on the same team and had contact with each other, and the impact that contact with each other had on multi-agency working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duration of contact</td>
<td>Organizational differences between the Police and FRS responders that created challenges through being physically based together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Challenges:</td>
<td>When responders did not share a risk assessment and instead relied on their own judgements of risk to assess a situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Different sub-group norms</td>
<td>Pre-set opinions of responders from the other organization before entering PMART</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Challenges:</td>
<td>Different sub-group norms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Differing appetites for risk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 1.** Schematic representation of results related to research questions: RQ1: Was there any evidence of a shared social identity between responders? RQ2: What factors facilitated or challenged effective multi-agency working? RQ3: If there was a sense of shared identity, was this bound up with any of the factors that facilitated or compromised effective multi-agency working?
was good cooperation between the organizations, they were still grateful for the support provided from their own organization:

It was nice to know that our parent service, the Fire Brigade, hadn’t forgotten about us […] on the occasions when you are a single firefighter with a crew and the rest were police officers […] it was nice to have that connection (P5, A).

3.1.1.2. ‘Blue-light services’. Half of the responders interviewed, and all the responders who also discussed ‘PMART as an identity’, commented that another way they saw themselves as one group related to the fact that they were all members of the blue-light services. One responder (P4, A) said that whilst they are two separate organizations, they both have a “common thread” in that they are emergency workers. Several reasons were given as to why defining themselves in this way facilitated multi-agency working. Two responders (P4, A & P5, A) commented that as blue-light workers they were used to dealing with trauma in their day job, and a further two responders said that they were used to working in a team and that this facilitated the way they were able to work together:

There was a lot bigger bond between the teams […], you don’t know anyone, but then straight away as soon as you’re working together, you because we’re used to just getting with it straight away, and just everyone’s mindset is sort of the same, for professionalism and getting it done, working all in a team, we’re all used to working in a team […] it really did work very, very well […], so I think, you know put all that together and you got the making of a very, very good emergency service (P9, A).

Several responders said because they were all part of the blue-light services, they shared a similar mindset. For example, one responder (P11, A) commented that as blue-light workers they shared the same “positive”, “can-do”, solution-focused attitude. Another responder described this shared mentality as a key strength of the teams and how they were able to work together:

We’re all professionals and members of the blue-light services, and er we had an understanding, I think it is a personality type where you know we could, and we were able to prioritise and cooperate, I mean, that is the strength of the team, is that you can gel together quickly, and we were on the same wavelength (P5, A).

3.2. Factors impacting multi-agency working

This topic area refers to the mechanisms or pathways that appeared to facilitate or challenge multi-agency working, and whether responders’ shared identity was bound up with any of these factors. This topic area is separated into two themes: (a) facilitators and (b) challenges.

3.2.1. Facilitators

This theme refers to factors that helped responders work together. This theme is separated into two sub-themes: (a) shared experience and (b) duration of contact.

3.2.1.1. Shared experience. Over half of the responders from both organizations and areas said that the nature of the work they were doing during their time with PMART facilitated the multi-agency groups coming together. Responders said they were sharing “difficult” (P3, A; P7; B & P12, A), “challenging” (P10, A), “grim” (P12, A), but also “valuable” (P4, A & P12, A), and “important” (P2, A) experiences with each other. In turn, one responder said that this helped create a sense of “camaraderie” between group members (P12, A):

Interviewer: What do you think helped solidify those relationships between all of you?

P12: I think probably the nature of the work, you’re all doing a really difficult job, and you’re doing it together.

Because of the shared difficult nature of the response, some responders commented that there was a need to look after each other physically when they were at an incident call-out (e.g., ensuring correct use of personal protective equipment), as well as emotionally when they were at their base (e.g., being able to talk about what they had been through). One responder said that the need to physically look after each other helped the group come together psychologically immediately:

You build a bond straight away, there and then, ‘cause you have to work with them, and you may have to go in somewhere and you got to look after each other […], basically, here we were looking after the Police, they were looking after us […] we all had each other’s sort of backs as it were (P9, A).

One responder compared their experience within PMART to “wartime”, saying they bonded with each other “in order to get the job done and look after each other”:

You go out and you buddy up and you look to see what you’re doing for each other, and you literally care about each other, erm so you’re looking after each other’s backs and you rely on people and that’s kind of what happened […] friendships are probably made for life there I think, in really difficult circumstances (P10, A).

3.2.1.2. Duration of contact. Another factor that appeared to facilitate multi-agency working was the length of time that the teams spent together – something that half of the responders discussed. This varied depending on the specific team and their area, but it ranged from a couple of days (e.g., Area B) to several months (e.g., Area A). Several of these responders commented that time spent together was important because the longer a team was together, the stronger the relationships between the individuals in the team became. Elaborating on this, one responder (P4, A) said that the relationships between different members of the team became stronger over time because they realised, through conversation, that they were very similar to each other.

Yet it was not just the length of time spent together that was important, some responders also note that the quality of this time was
important in facilitating multi-agency working. In particular, responders said they were able to develop personal relationships, as well as professional relationships and described each other as friends:

We made good friends ‘cause […] when you’re not doing a job as much, and you’re waiting for their call and that, then you’re just there, just the three of you, or if there’s four of you there, and then just talking about the usual stuff you would with a friend and […] as the days go on, you’re working more with them and see them every day and stuff and that sort of builds a friendship (P9, A).

One responder (P10, A) described the relationship created between team members as a “family” and said that each team had “their own little identity”. When asked what impact spending ‘downtime’ together had on their ability to respond together, this responder said it was “essential”:

I think […] that became the key, you know, how they bonded as a unit, as a team, as a foursome, meant, you know, it’s how they performed when they’re out there.

Discussing how spending time together, and the relationship that was able to be formed impacted their operational response, one responder (P3, A) commented that the teams were better able to manage the changing information and advice given to them as time went on and the teams got to know each other better. This responder said that this was because they discovered each other’s strengths and weaknesses and learned how to respond to certain situations as a team.

Another responder (P5, A) observed that the way people responded to situations as a team changed throughout the deployment on PMART and that their efficiency in dealing with a situation was much greater towards the end of the deployment than it had been at the beginning. This responder said this was because they addressed factors such as health, mental fatigue, and physical fatigue together:

The longer a team is together, the more able they are to […] interpret each other’s behaviour […], if you haven’t got a regular team that stuff needs to be taught (P5, A).

However, in Area B the teams were regularly changing — primarily because they had regular rotation of teams and the Police and FRS responders worked different shift patterns. This made it difficult for responders to build up a relationship with their colleagues from the other service:

We’ve all got different shift patterns, you never had the same thing, even with Police and Fire that was one team, you know physically together, we still didn’t always work with the same group, because they work 12 hour shifts and we work eight hour shifts, so it was constantly changing […], we got a really good working relationship with them the first two shifts, and then by the time we went on to our late shift on shift three, we’re working with a different crew […] so then it’s kind of, you’re back to square one of starting again (P7, B).

Despite this challenge of regular changes in the team, this responder explained that by the third week of deployment they were starting to work with the same teams again and were able to benefit from the relationships they had previously built with them.

3.2.2. Challenges

This theme refers to factors that created difficulties for responders working together. This theme is separated into four sub-themes: (a) shared location, (b) different sub-group norms, (c) differing appetites for risk, and (d) overcoming negative preconceptions.

3.2.2.1. Shared location. A challenge that responders from both areas initially identified in their multi-agency working related to the physical place in which they were co-located during their deployment on PMART. More specifically, responders said their teams were based at a disused police station and that responders from the FRS were not allowed to walk around this unescorted. However, one responder from Area A (P12) said they identified and fixed that challenge quickly in order to deal with the logistical and practical difficulties that it created.

However, in Area B this challenge seemed to persist throughout the deployment of PMART. One responder from the Police (P7) commented on the logistical and practical difficulties that were created by the FRS responders having restricted access to the building, and by the fact that this was not able to be resolved. This challenge also appeared to be exacerbated by the Police and FRS responders being on different shift patterns. The same responder commented how this created “unnecessary” operational challenges:

They had a different change over time, our late shift was 3 till 11 […], they have to change over at 7pm […], sometimes they had to come back if we were out at jobs, they would have to come back at 7pm to swap teams […], you would always then have to make sure a police officer comes back with them […], operationally, it was just a pain (P7, B).

In addition to the operational challenges, this responder commented on how access to the building also created inequalities in the team and highlighted the differences between them, in ways that created challenges for their desire to function as a single team:

[The building] had […] everything we needed, but access to the building was a problem erm because Fire haven’t got the warrant cards […] operationally I think we got past it, because actually the Fire crew knew that it wasn’t us as individuals, it was the organization, but for me, we’re working as a team, […] interoperably, how is that team ethics if you can’t even give them access to the building where their kit is, where their food is […], it’s that fundamental little bit of being a team, we’ve actually made you feel not part of the team, because we’re not going to let you have access to the building […], it was just poor erm from the outset of we’re working as one, cause we’re not, you’re different (P7, B).

However, in Area B, this challenge was only discussed by a responder from the Police, and not by responders from the FRS,
suggesting that whilst this may have impacted the Police responders’ perception of the team, it had less impact on FRS responders.  

3.2.2.2. Different sub-group norms. Responders from both areas commented on the tendency for FRS responders to sleep on quiet night shifts and for this to be a normal thing to do in the FRS but not for Police (who do not sleep on night shifts). This difference seemed to present challenges in Area B where FRS responders were not seconded to the Police and where they had regular team rotations as well as different shift patterns. One Police responder from Area B commented that sometimes they went a whole shift and did not meet their FRS colleagues due to them sleeping in a separate room. As a consequence, they said this prevented a relationship forming between the two:  

One thing I personally as a police officer struggled with, is when [...] we’re on night shifts [...] we don’t sleep [...] and I remember one night I walked in, erm they’d had a quiet late shift […], they’d been on duty since 7pm and they’d gone, cause they’re on a lie down […], I didn’t see that crew at all, because we had no calls that night (P7, B).  

However, this responder went on to say that when they were able to meet the FRS responders on the shift, they were able to “build a brilliant bond”.  

In Area A, this difference between the two organizational ‘norms’ was commented on by some responders, but it did not seem to present the same challenges as it did in Area B. One responder from the Police (P12) said that they would make jokes about the FRS responders sleeping on night shifts, but they described this as “emergency service banter”. A responder from the FRS (P5) said that whilst their Police colleagues originally “made fun” of them sleeping on night shifts, by the end of the deployment the police officers were bringing in their own blankets to rest between incidents.  

In contrast to the experience of the Police responder in Area B, one Police responder in Area A commented that learning about how the FRS spend the quiet moments in between jobs helped them “gel” as a team because they could learn about each other’s culture.  

3.2.2.3. Differing appetites for risk. One factor potentially challenging the development, or salience, of a PMART identity in Area B related to the fact that the Police and FRS did not share risk assessments. In Area A, FRS responders were seconded to the Police during their PMART deployment, and they were therefore covered by the same risk assessments. However, in Area B responders from the FRS were not seconded to the Police. Whereas some responders from the FRS (P1 & P8) in this area commented that the FRS and Police responders conducted joint risk assessments when arriving at an incident, one responder from the Police (P7) said that sometimes challenges were created on scene due to the FRS responders having less appetite for risk than the Police. This responder commented how on occasions this created operational challenges when FRS responders would not do certain tasks that were not covered by their risk assessments:  

The Fire er had a completely different level of appetite for risk […]. I remember going to one erm job […], I was trying to manage 30 plus people inside that house, now I was trying to clear them out […], so I was like, well I could do with a little bit of help […] there was people everywhere […] [the FRS responders] were sat in the car, and just watching me struggling to get these people out […]. I was just like, look please can you come in (P7, B).  

Yet despite the fact that this difference in risk appetite created some operational challenges for the team, this responder said that when risk concerns were not present, everyone usually “chipped in” and helped.  

3.2.2.4. Overcoming negative preconceptions. Half of the responders discussed negative preconceptions about the other organization as a potential barrier to effective multi-agency working. Some responders (P11, A & P2, A) said this preconception stemmed from historically strained relationships with the other group, whilst others said it was created by differences between the services (P1, B), or them not having worked together so closely before (P9, A). Some responders said that because of this they were initially hesitant to join PMART (P7, B), or that they didn’t think PMART would work (P5, A; P10, A & P11, A).  

Discussing the differences between PMART and other multi-agency responses, one responder said that PMART is unique in bringing the two organizations to work so closely together:  

The whole team works as one, which has been very rare previously because you will always get the differences […], the Fire Service, the Police Service, are often at polar opposites (P1, B).  

However, despite these negative preconceptions and initial hesitations upon joining PMART, all responders who discussed this then said that working together on PMART helped break down any barriers they felt had previously been present. One (P9, A) said that PMART has helped to build bridges between the two organizations. Another said although previously the two organizations had worked together because they had to, there wasn’t a good relationship between them and that working together on PMART had helped to build that relationship:  

I think we’ve always been professional, but I’m not quite sure that the relationship was a particularly warm one […], yeah we’ll work with you because you know, that’s what we have to do under […] JESIP […] but we would never be that pally with each other, and I, again, normally it’s an incident which will roll for a few hours […] whereas obviously this was for a period of weeks […] and again, after all, I think those relationships were built, and do you know what, police officers you’re, you’re alright, and then firefighters, you’re alright, erm and of course that gets fed back to all of their crews […], yeah the Old Bill they’re good fun, and, and likewise, it gets fed back to our, ah the fireires are great, they’re really nice guys and girls, so it’s a safe relationship (P11, A).  

One responder suggested it was not necessarily PMART that helped break down barriers, but that simply working together as a multi-agency team helped to build relationships:
limited time and positive contact with each other impacted the quality of the relationships that responders were able to build.
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4.1. Was there any evidence of a shared identity between responders?

The presence of a shared identity in the multi-agency groups is evidenced through responders discussing two superordinate identities. First, they discussed seeing themselves primarily not as members of their own organization (i.e., FRS or Police) but rather as members of the collective group PMART. In this context, responders reported that their primary role was as a member of PMART, rather than as a member of the Police or the FRS and that this resulted in a sense of unity or equality within the team.

Second, responders also discussed the fact that the ‘common thread’ of all being ‘blue-light’ workers helped bring them together as a group. This again suggests that responders were attuned to their similarities (as blue-light workers), rather than their differences (as Police or FRS), when viewing themselves in terms of group identity. Further, all responders who discussed the superordinate identity of blue-light workers also discussed the superordinate identity of PMART, suggesting that responders had multiple superordinate identities that helped them come together as a group (cf., [34]; for superordinate identities in military teams).

The importance of these two superordinate identities is consistent with the logic of the Social Identity Approach, in so far as this points to the fact that people typically have multiple social identities which become salient in different contexts (e.g., Ref. [23]). Yet, in the current study, the two superordinate identities discussed differ in origin and as a result may have developed, or become salient, through different processes. ‘PMART as an identity’ is specific to the current situation (i.e., coming together to be part of PMART), whereas ‘blue-light services’ as an identity was pre-existing and developed through responders’ collective similarity of being part of the emergency services. These processes are discussed in more detail below.

4.2. What factors facilitated or challenged multi-agency working, and was a sense of shared identity bound up with any of these factors?

The shared difficult experience that responders discussed during their deployment to PMART was reported as being a key facilitator in their multi-agency working. In this sense, it appears the responders experienced a sense of ‘common fate’ — “a coincidence of outcomes among two or more persons that arises because they have been subjected to the same external forces or decision rules” [35]; p,118). In research on behaviour in mass emergencies, a shared sense of common fate among group members has been shown to facilitate the development of a shared social identity [36], which subsequently increases the ability of a group to work together effectively [19,21].

In addition to shared experience, responders also discussed how the duration of contact with each other helped them work together. Specifically, in this context it was the duration of positive contact with each other that facilitated multi-agency working. In particular, responders discussed how spending time together during their deployment on PMART, and providing each other with both emotional and physical support, reflected the ways in which they would usually deal with such situations in their own organization. Although these teams only worked together temporarily (for a period ranging from a few days to a few months), their time together highlighted to responders the similarities between their organizations. Applying what we know from the self-categorization principle of fit to this finding, it appears that increases in perceived similarity between the group members, which arose from spending time together, are likely to have contributed to making the fact they were all blue-light responders salient. Subsequently, this is likely to have increased the salience of this identity [25,27], in ways that increased responders’ motivations to advance the interests of this multi-agency team. This finding that positive contact with each other helped facilitate multi-agency working and increased the salience of the blue-light identity, is in line with a large body of research which suggests that if there is cooperative and positive (rather than competitive) interaction between group members it can improve the relationships between them [37]; see Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006 for a review).

Despite this, challenges to multi-agency working were created in Area B due to the regular rotation of teams and the fact that Police and FRS responders worked different shift patterns. In this area, whilst relationships were able to be built with each other, these were not always able to be maintained and new relationships had to be regularly rebuilt due to the changing shift patterns. Thus, having limited time and positive contact with each other impacted the quality of the relationships that responders were able to build.

Whilst responders spoke positively about their shared superordinate identities and about how this helped facilitate multi-agency working, challenges seemed to arise when responders identified not in terms of their shared superordinate identity, but rather in terms...
of their separate sub-group identities (e.g., as Police or FRS). First, the negative preconceptions responders had about the other organization initially compromised the groups’ ability to come together because responders said they were hesitant to join PMART or were sceptical about how it was going to work. This finding echoes recent research which found that historic interactions between two police forces was a concern for responders from one police force when it came to collaboration [32]. Here the researchers observed that historic interactions created perceptions (either positive or negative, depending on the interaction) of other agencies who were involved in collaborations which subsequently had a bearing on behaviour.

Based on what we know from the self-categorization principle of perceiver readiness (or accessibility), these negative preconceptions are likely to increase the salience of responders’ sub-group identities (either as a Police or FRS responder; [16,28]. However, we also know that this principle works in interaction with the principle of fit (as discussed above, see Ref. [26]; for an overview). This can help explain why these initial negative preconceptions did not appear to compromise the multi-agency working of the team throughout the response. Indeed, the increased understanding of the similarities between the two organizations (which was facilitated through positive contact with each other) is likely to have challenged these negative preconceptions and worked to increase the salience of the superordinate identities.

Nevertheless, when the sub-group identities did appear to be salient, this sometimes seemed to cause them to conflict with each other in ways that highlighted their differences. Challenges in multi-agency working appeared to be most prevalent in Area B where they had different shift patterns, line management, and risk assessments, as well as regular rotation of teams. This was evidenced in the challenges created by the shared location in this area, by different sub-group norms (e.g., sleeping on a night shift), and by the differing appetite for risk between the organizations. This suggests that whilst the processes discussed above worked to increase the salience of superordinate identities, other processes increased the salience of sub-group identities, at times causing them to conflict with each other, in ways that subsequently created operational challenges for multi-agency working.

In this study, the processes that increased sub-group identity salience, or created sub-group identities that conflicted with each other, appeared to be structural factors (e.g., inequalities in access to a shared building, not sharing risk assessments, having different shift patterns etc.). Echoing this, research has previously found that structural [11] and cultural [13] barriers hampered better collaboration and coordination of multi-agency working (see Ref. [12]; for discussion). For example, in a recent review looking at coordination between police officers, firefighters, and paramedics, Van Scotter and Leonard [13] observed that collaborative responses are often compromised by responders’ failure to understand each other’s organizational structure and functions, by a failure to understand which organization is responsible for a given task, and by infrequent collaboration with each other. This is in line with the understanding that shared identity is more than just a psychological phenomenon, and that shared identity should be understood not just in cognitive terms, but also in relation to structural factors (see Ref. [38] for discussion). In the present study, compared to Area A, there appeared to be a greater number of structural factors present in Area B that resulted either in challenges in superordinate identities developing or becoming salient (e.g., through different shift patterns and regular rotation of teams), or in sub-group identities conflicting with each other (e.g., through responders from different organizations having different risk assessments).

In line with this finding of sub-group identity salience, Zaghloul and Partridge [32] raised the question of whether organizations should align structural factors, including organizational norms and rules, during inter-organizational collaborations in order to achieve desired outcomes from the collaboration, or whether they should maintain separate norms and rules. However, in accordance with the Social Identity Approach, the importance of the sub-group identities should not be overlooked. In relation to this point, Mühlmann and colleagues recently presented the Social Identity Model of Organizational Change which suggests that employees will identify with a new organization, as well as adjusting to organizational change, more successfully if they are able to maintain their pre-existing social identity [39]. In this sense, the development of a successful group identity following two groups merging is facilitated when sub-group identities are not denied, but instead individuals are able to hold on to their sub-group identities. As such, with this model in mind, it could be argued that it is because the responders are Police or FRS responders that they are able to jointly identify as PMART, because PMART enables them to live out their identities as blue-light responders in ways that entail a similar mindset, values, and work ethic to those of their ‘day job’ in their respective organizations.

4.3. Strengths and limitations

This research provides an in-depth and unique perspective on multi-agency working from novel teams brought together for the COVID-19 response, and highlights processes that might facilitate or challenge the development of shared identities in these multi-agency teams. Furthermore, whilst recent research has examined social identity processes at the strategic and tactical levels of emergency response [7], this, to our knowledge, is the first study that examines these processes at an operational level. In this way, this research provides a valuable contribution to a growing body of literature seeking to better understand interoperability in multi-agency response.

However, because this is the first study to address social identity processes at an operational level, comparisons to other studies are necessarily limited. As a result, it is difficult to discern whether the same findings would occur using a different sample of participants. It will therefore be important for future research to examine social identity processes in operational multi-agency response using a variety of different responders in order to establish the generalisability of the present conclusions and recommendations.

Further, the present study does not provide objective evidence that shared identity was associated with improved interoperability. Accordingly, it would be useful for future research to explore this issue using other data collection methods, including observations of performance, and correlations with measures of social identification with the overall operation. Longitudinal and/or experimental research is also needed to provide direct evidence of a connection between social identification and effective multi-agency response.

Finally, the current study was focused on the COVID-19 response which has presented unique challenges for emergency responders in terms of the scale and complexity of the required response. Consequently, the generalisability of the findings to other multi-agency
responses is unclear. Certainly, it would be desirable for future research to examine social identity processes in more ‘typical’ multi-agency responses in order to ensure that recommendations are as useful and transferable as possible.

5. Conclusion

Based on the accounts from operational responders involved in the Pandemic Multi-Agency Response Teams across two areas in the UK during the initial months of the COVID-19 pandemic, Police and FRS responders appeared to share the pre-existing superordinate identity of all being members of the blue-light services. This was primarily made salient through positive contact with between members of the two groups. Additionally, the situational superordinate identity of ‘PMART’ was both created and made salient by positive contact between members of these two groups, as well as by the difficult experiences that responders shared. At the same time, although the salience of sub-group identities (i.e., as Police and FRS) appears to have contributed to the development and salience of the superordinate identity of ‘blue-light services’ in highlighting the commonalities between the two organizations, challenges to multi-agency working were created in Area B when structural factors that created conflict between sub-group identities were present. Together, these findings point to the relevance of the Social Identity Approach to the analysis of interoperability in emergency responses, and to ways in which insights from this approach can inform efforts to improve this in the future.

5.1. Practitioner points

- Responders from both the Police and Fire and Rescue Service share a common identity as emergency responders in the blue-light service. Processes that help to develop the salience of this superordinate identity should be supported and encouraged during multi-agency response — for example, through opportunities for positive contact with each other in the form of multi-agency briefings in which each service has the opportunity to communicate and engage with each other.
- During multi-agency responses, the difficult nature of the experience that responders are undergoing can help to bring them together as a group and to make their joint superordinate identity salient. Responders should be given time and space to be able to discuss their shared experiences with each other either after a response, or during if the response is prolonged (such as in COVID-19). For example, joint multi-agency debriefs following an incident, as well as multi-agency training events can provide responders with time and space to communicate with each other and share experiences.
- Structural factors that highlight the differences between organizations can create challenges in joint working during a multi-agency response. Because of this, during multi-agency responses structural differences, and the salience of these differences, between organizations should be minimised. For example, communication around the impact of different risk assessments between organizations should seek to minimise the operational impact of these differences.
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